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Abstract  
This article introduces a user experience design of recalling memories. People take numerous photos in their 
whole lives, so they need a powerful tool to help them organize and review all those pictures in an interesting 
way. After having interviews with target users, most of them have problems with organizing massive digital 
photos. This process costs them a lot of time and makes them feel boring. In this article, a mobile app named 
“Roll Back” is designed for solve this problem, users can review their memories randomly by solving a 
simplified Rubik’s Cube game, their photos will display on the surface of the Rubik’s Cube. Users can also 
build their own memory cube by selecting photos and placing them on the cube surfaces. They are also 
allowed to review their photo galleries in the memory cube mode. This essay introduces the creation process 
of this app in detail and proposes using a game-playing method to help users recall the past. Simultaneously, 
people can save their own memory cubes video in their albums and post them on social media platforms. 
This experience design combines various functions, such as games, social networking, and image 
classification. The usability test shows that the memory cubes function can be easily understood, and the 
social networking function can be improved. 
Keywords 




With the rapid development of electronic devices' storage and camera functions, people don't need to spend 
a lot of time taking pictures like before. More and more good memories can be left in people's phone photo 
gallery, which brings convenience to people's lives, meanwhile new troubles. Firstly, many interesting 
memories are submerged in massive image library data, so it is difficult for people to find photos taken many 
years ago. Secondly, the fast-paced digital life makes people no longer cherish photos as they did in the past 
film camera era. Some photos are lost due to the replacement of electronic equipment. Year after year, 
although people accumulated more and more photos, some precious memories were gradually forgotten. 
Many mobile phones' built-in photo galleries arranged according to time cannot solve this problem well. 
Nowadays, people take photos of daily life and leave numerous photos in their albums. Electronic albums 
classified by time are ubiquitous, making them not interesting enough to attract people's attention. People are 
unwilling to spend time browsing albums like that, sorting photos, and deleting unwanted photos. In this case, 
people need a new way to organize photos so that these precious memories will not easily disappear and be 
forgotten. This way needs to be different from traditional electronic photo albums and use more interesting 
interactive methods to provide users with a new experience of organizing photo albums. Simultaneously, it 
must also solve users' problems when using traditional electronic photo albums, such as quickly and 
effectively organizing massive photos. 
Main Body Text 
Section I: Context 
According to the above problems, I designed a mobile application to help people recall good memories, 
providing an interesting and convenient user experience. Due to mobile phone camera technology and the 
expansion of mobile phone storage space, mobile phones are the most important tool for people to store and 
take photos, so it is the best device choice for this project. I bring the “box concept” into this project design, 
people’s memories are classified and put into boxes designed as a Rubik’s Cube Box. In more detail, it divides 
the photo into small pieces and places it on the surfaces of the Rubik's Cube. People can reveal a new photo 
by turning the Rubik's Cube then recall a past event. Such a user experience design can increase the 
amusement of this app. People don’t know what’s inside before opening the box. In this user experience, 
people can get surprises even if from memories. This app also continues the “box concept” when processing 
photos, and when people browse past photos, they can not only view them in chronological order but also 
through many other system classifications, such as people, places, and anniversaries, which means photos 
were taken on the same date in past several years, etc. According to Tim Minor1’s Total (Memory) Recall, 
clear photo classifications can help users recall memories. Simultaneously, people can choose their favorite 
photos to make their own memory box and share it with relatives and friends. In general, this app designs a 
Rubik's Cube game experience to help users organize photos and add social features that traditional photo 
albums do not have. It satisfies people's desire to share with their families and friends when recalling the past. 
1
Tim Minor, “Total (Memory) Recall: UX Booth,” UX Booth Total Memory Recall Comments, January 31, 2012, 
https://www.uxbooth.com/articles/total-memory-recall/.
Section II: Evolution 
Process 
When a memory is not remembered or mentioned by anyone, it disappears. We learn about interesting 
childhood stories from the photos and our parents' statements, and most of those stories we don’t remember. 
If our relatives leave and the photos are lost, then our childhood memories will most likely no longer be 
remembered. Darren Rowse2’s How Many Photos Do We Take Each Week? [POLL] shows that more than 
71% of people in 50,142 took more than 20 pictures in a week. It is not difficult to imagine that there will be 
a large number of photos left in one's life, but it is difficult for people to review each one carefully. Even if 
the camera captures many memories, they will never have the opportunity to be mentioned by people. This 
design's applications and explorations are to randomly display photos that people seldom look back in front 
of them so that some precious memories won't be forgotten. 
The main design considerations of this project are curiosity and sociality. When people get surprises from 
memories, this is an excellent user experience because people are curious about their past, even if they have 
personally experienced that before. People can also get a good user experience by sharing their memories 
with others, which is why people are happy to post their photos and moods on social platforms. 
In the design iterations process, this project focuses on improving the experience of opening the Rubik's Cube. 
The traditional Rubik's Cube game is very complicated. People need to spend a lot of time and use a lot of 
math knowledge to complete a Rubik's Cube. Obviously, such a game mode is difficult to combine with photo 
2
Darren Rowse, “How Many Photos Do We Take Each Week? [POLL],” July 1, 2011, https://digital-photography-school.com/how-
many-photos-do-we-take-each-week-poll/. 
fragments, so I made some adjustments and improvements in Rubik's Cube gameplay. First of all, there will 
be a simple tutorial before opening a Rubik's Cube box to help users better understand the process. Secondly, 
the opening method of this Rubik's Cube is simplified. People only need to slide the screen gently according 
to the arrow to open the Rubik's Cube. 
Some technical issues need to be considered during the entire design process. First of all, finding a way to 
make the entire Rubik's cube rotation process more real. Secondly, get permission to access user photos 
gallery and users’ social accounts. Thirdly, dividing each photo according to the Rubik's Cube grid 
intelligently. 
After two adjustments, firstly, using the traditional Rubik's Cube to arrange and combine photo fragments 
was replaced, because this would make most users feel difficult. Secondly, the traditional way of arranging 
photos was abandoned, because this is not consistent and continuous with the theme of Rubik's Cube. Third, 
after interviewing multiple users, the function of printing photos was abandoned because of low demand. 
Therefore, the troubleshooting results simplify the process of solving the Rubik’s Cube to reveal a photo, use 
Rubik’s Cube to store photos, and make a Rubik’s Cube photo gallery. 
 Methodology 
The methodology for developing designs and for testing concepts is understanding the users' requirements 
clearly. Determining your target user group and making user personas are crucial for the positioning of 
product features. To understand the pain points of user needs, detailed user interviews, and research are 
essential. Through one-to-one online interviews, it is not difficult to find that people need a more efficient 
tool to organize their photos. Simply sorting pictures in chronological order cannot meet people's needs for 
electronic photo albums. At the same time, research on the same type of products is also significant. Based 
on the analysis of some low-rated products in the market, we can avoid some common mistakes, and we can 
also learn from the advantages of some popular products among users. More importantly, only by 
understanding the existing image organizing and editing app modes can we better carry out innovative 
designs that are different from them. In the usability test, showing the app prototype to target users and 
recording their confusions and destructions. Users' comments and feedback are valuable for the improvement 
of this project. 
 
Figure 1 Users’ Interview Summary, Image by the Author 
 
 
Figure 2 User Persona (Under 35-year-old), Image by the Author 
 
Figure 3 User Persona (35+ years old), Image by the Author 
  
Design Goals 
This project's design goals are to help people organize photos and provide people with a unique and enjoyable 
user experience in that process. I proposed this idea because the unknown excites people, but memories are 
everything that happened before, so randomly displaying photos can give people a fresh experience when 
they recall memories. Meanwhile, playing a Rubik's Cube game can make the process of recalling memories 
happy. 
Figure 4 Mapping the Solutions, Image by the Author 
Testing and Validation 
According to the users' comments on the preliminary app prototype design, they are interested in the Rubik's 
Cube game way to recall memories. They like the idea of creating their own memories cube. There is basically 
no confusion in the reveal memories and build memory cubes flow. However, they are confused about how 
to share memory cubes with their friends. 
 Further Refinement 
This project needs more improvement in how to improve sociality. For example, users can share the memory 
cubes on other social networking platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, because they have become the 
main platforms for sharing their personal lives. 
  
Section III: Body of Work 
 Final Design: 
This part includes the workflow, user flow and visual style design. 
 
Figure 5 Workflow, Image by the Author 
 
Figure 6 Userflow, Image by the Author 
 
Figure 7 Style Guideline, Image by the Author 
 Features: 
This app has 3 main features. 
1. Reveal Memory Cubes 
Users can reveal memories by following the arrows guide to solving the Rubik’s Cube. Photos on the 
Rubik’s Cube’s surfaces are selected randomly. Users can review some details, such as the date and 
theme of the photos. Each Rubik’s Cube can store 6 memories. Users have limited chances to open the 
Rubik’s Cube in a certain time period. Before users try to start the game, there is a tutorial to understand 
how to solve the Rubik’s Cube. 
 
Figure 8 Feature 1 Final Design Interface, Image by the Author 
 
2. Build Your Own Memory Cubes 
Users can pick photos and place them on the surfaces of the Rubik’s Cube. After they create their own 
memory cube, they can save it as a video in their photo album and share it with friends on other social 
media platforms. Users can only select 6 photos for building a memory cube. They can also edit it again 
after creating the cube. 
 
Figure 9 Feature 2 Final Design Interface, Image by the Author 
3. Memory Cubes Gallery 
Users can view their memories with many classifications, such as anniversary (which means photos 
taken at the same date as the current date in several years before), photos (sort by years, month, and date), 
albums (theme photos collected by users), vlogs (memory cubes created by users), categories (sort by 
the system automatically, such as people, places, animals and plants, etc.). Users can choose any of those 
classifications and reveal the memories stored in the cube galleries. Photos on the cube’s surfaces are 
not broken into pieces; users can review the photos by touching each small grid on each cube's surface 
until all the same theme photos are revealed. There is a tutorial for users to understand how to reveal 
theme photos on the cube before starting the process. 
 
Figure 10 Feature 3 Final Design Interface, Image by the Author 
  
 Benefits: 
Each feature of this app gives users different benefits. Besides, Christopher Bergland3’s Recalling Positive 
Memories May Reduce Risk of Depression and Zak Stone4’s The Mental Health Benefits Of Recalling Better 
Days, recalling happy memories can reduce the probability that people will have depression in later life. 
1. Interesting user experience of recalling memories 
This app provides users with a new interactive method to recall memories. The process of solving a 
Rubik’s Cube is more like playing a game instead of just looking at albums. The interaction method of 
this app is different from other photo collection apps. Its innovation and uniqueness can make users feel 
curious and excited, and at the same time can stimulate people's desire to take and share photos. 
2. Create new chat topics for friends and families 
People keep memories is to share with others and let families and friends know their stories. The 
development of digital media technology makes photos not uncommon. An ordinary life photo can 
hardly trigger discussion among friends. By creating a memory cube, several ordinary photos can 
become special. Compared to posting an ordinary photo on Facebook, posting a memory cube video is 
more able to attract people's attention and discussion. There will also be more chat topics between users 
and their friends. 
3. Efficient and interesting way to organize massive photos 
Organizing albums is boring for most people because we have too many photos to be sorted and 
 
3
 Christopher, Bergland. “Recalling Positive Memories May Reduce Risk of Depression.” Psychology Today, January 14, 2019. 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-athletes-way/201901/recalling-positive-memories-may-reduce-risk-depression. 
4
 Zak Stone, “The Mental Health Benefits Of Recalling Better Days,” Fast Company, July 10, 2013. 
https://www.fastcompany.com/2682526/the-mental-health-benefits-of-recalling-better-days. 
organized. The memory cubes gallery makes the classification of photos clear and simple, and 
completely automatic. At the same time, the new way of browsing photo albums also makes the process 
of reviewing photos interesting. 
 User Scenarios: 
1. Kill Time on the Subway 
When users commute on the subway and feel bored, they can open this app and solve the memory Rubik's 
Cube to reveal memories. They can kill time by using this app. 
2. Share Party Photos on Social Media Platforms 
People take some interesting photos when they go to parties, such as photos wearing costumes or making 
faces, and photos with friends they haven't seen for a long time. Most people beautify their photos and 
post them on Facebook and Instagram. However, this app users can place these photos into a memory 
cube video and post them to social media platforms, which will make your social account more 
interesting and attractive. 
3. Make a Digital Wedding Anniversary Photo Album 
The wedding anniversary is a very memorable day, and it will definitely leave many precious photos. 
When users want to share memories with their children, a wedding anniversary theme memory cube can 
attract the children's attention, and at the same time, increase the sense of ritual and happiness in life. 
  
Section IV: Evaluation & Discussion 
After observing people use this app, it is not difficult to find they have some confusion about solving the 
Rubik’s Cube, which means they cannot easily put all pieces of one image into one surface in the right place. 
This caused trouble for users to review photos. They also provided some comments on sharing the memory 
cube online. According to users' valuable feedback, tutorials are added before users solve the Rubik’s Cube 
and open the memory cubes galleries. Besides, the solution of Memory Rubik’s Cube is simplified. Users 
can also save their own memory cubes as videos into albums and share them on any social media platforms 
they prefer. 
This experience design solved the problems users encountered in their process of recalling memories. Firstly, 
the photos on the Memory Rubik’s Cube are randomly displayed. This design brings the photos seldomly 
mentioned into users’ eyes again. In this way, even if there are massive photos in the user's photo gallery, 
none of the photos will be forgotten. Secondly, all photos are classified automatically in the memory cubes 
gallery. Users don’t need to spend time on organize numerous photos. Thirdly, users can create their own 
memory cubes and share them with friends. They can enjoy the process of making their own videos and the 
happiness of sharing stories with friends. In conclusion, this app design solves users’ problems and give them 
an enjoyable experience of recalling memories. 
This app’s concept can be used on many social media platforms, such as Instagram, Facebook, and Tik-Tok, 
because these platforms' content is based on pictures and videos. This app provides a new type of picture 
video editing mode. Simultaneously, this app can do more explorations in game mode and picture editing, 
which is also the future development direction of this app. This app combines games and photo editing, and 
the game method is straightforward; it is not difficult to imagine that it will be hugely popular among young 
people. 
 Research Review: 
According to J. Clement5’s Distribution of Facebook users worldwide as of October 2020, by age and gender 
shows that 61.6% of Facebook users are between 13-34 years old, and 38.4% of Facebook users’ are more 
than 35-year-old. Therefore, target users can be divided into 2 groups. 
 
Figure 11 Main User Groups, Image by the Author 
According to J. Clement6 ’s Average Facebook page fan engagement with selected post types worldwide 
during 3rd quarter 2020, 60.09% of Facebook users prefer video posts, and 40.42% of Facebook users prefer 




 J. Clement, Statista, October 29, 2020, Statista, October 29, 2020, https://www.statista.com/statistics/376128/facebook-global-user-
age-distribution/. 
6
 J. Clement, “Average Facebook Page Fan Engagement with Selected Post Types Worldwide during 3rd Quarter 2020,” Statista, 
October 29, 2020, https://www.statista.com/statistics/934749/average-facebook-page-user-engagement-rates-selected-posts-
worldwide/. 
 
Figure 12 Main User Preference Post Types, Image by the Author 
According to J. Clement7’s U.S. Facebook usage reasons 2019, 88% of Facebook users use Facebook to 
keep contact with friends and family, and 33% of Facebook users use Facebook to get entertainment. 
Therefore, contact with others and entertainment should be considered into users’ requirements. 
 
 
Figure 13 Main Usage Reasons, Image by the Author 
 
7
 J. Clement, “U.S. Facebook Usage Reasons 2019,” Statista, September 23, 2020, 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/972892/reasons-being-on-facebook-usa/. 
Competitive Analysis is essential to research before the design process. Sarah Perez8’s Memoir, A “Google 
Now” For Photo Memories, Is An App That Helps You Remember The Past introduced an app named Memoir 
to help users recall related memories. Steve O'Hear9 ’s Flashgap Is A Time-Delayed Photo-Sharing App 
Inspired By ‘The Hangover’ Movie introduced an app named Flashgap designed a time-delayed photo-sharing 
model to improve the user experience when recalling memories. Catherine Shu 10 ’s Journaling App 
LifeCrumbs Turns Your Favorite Photos Into A Visual Calendar Of Happy Memories introduced an app to 
help users organize massive photos on a private social media platform. 
 
Figure 14 Competitive Analysis, Image by the Author 
  
 
8 Sarah Perez, “Memoir, A ‘Google Now’ For Photo Memories, Is An App That Helps You Remember The Past,” TechCrunch 
(TechCrunch, September 18, 2013), https://techcrunch.com/2013/09/18/memoir-for-ios-a-google-now-for-photo-memories-helps-you-
remember-the-past/?guccounter=1. 
9
 Steve O'Hear, “Flashgap Is A Time-Delayed Photo-Sharing App Inspired By 'The Hangover' Movie,” TechCrunch (TechCrunch, 
December 15, 2014), https://techcrunch.com/2014/12/15/flashgap/. 
10 Catherine Shu, “Journaling App LifeCrumbs Turns Your Favorite Photos Into A Visual Calendar Of Happy Memories,” TechCrunch 
(TechCrunch, November 29, 2013), https://techcrunch.com/2013/11/28/lifecrumbs/. 
To understand the users’ needs, 10 users divided into 2 groups are interviewed to give their ideas about 
recalling memories. 
 
Figure 15 User Interviews (under 35-year-old), Image by the Author 
 
Figure 16 User Interviews (more than 35-year-old), Image by the Author 
  
Conclusions 
The photos and videos contents are more and more diverse, people's requirements for image storage and 
display products are getting higher, and traditional photo gallery makes people feel boring. Therefore, more 
and more products have done a lot of exploration on how to display these contents. There are many 
products of this type on the market, but not many are widely used. Therefore, how to attract users is the 
focus of image and video storage apps. A good way of displaying content can make people’s memories 
more interesting. This app not only helps people organize memories but also makes the process of review 
photos more enjoyable. The most important breakthrough of this app is the combination of picture display 
and Rubik's Cube game, which also reflects this project's innovation and uniqueness. A lot of interactive 
knowledge can be learned from the development process of this app. Allowing users to participate in the 
recalling memories process is the focus of this project's interaction topic. Ordinary photo gallery can only 
meet the user's most basic needs for viewing photos while playing Memory Rubik’s Cube, and sharing your 
own memory cube with others can increase user participation and bring a better user experience. While 
completing this project, many ideas and research directions on this topic also follow. This app provides a 
new display template for image content. In the future of image editing and storage products, more 
development and exploration can be considered in image display, thereby increasing the competitiveness 
and attractiveness of the product. 
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UI/UX design, Research, Motion Adam Smith, Joyce Hertzson
Prompt
Too many photos in the gallery lead to some of them are seldom be recalled.
Problem
People are bored with organizing a lot of photos.
Solutions
Design an interactive Memory Rubik's Cube game to help users
recall memories and a memory cubes gallery to classify their
photos. Besides, users can select photos and create their own
memory cubes.
The interesting user experience of recalling
memories
The process of solving a Rubik’s Cube is more like playing a
game instead of just looking at albums. The interaction
method of this app is different from other photo collection
apps. Its innovation and uniqueness can make users feel
curious and excited, and at the same time, can stimulate
people's desire to take and share photos.
Breakdown
Create new chat topics for friends and
families
Creating a memory cube, several ordinary photos can become
special. Compared to posting an ordinary photo on Facebook,
posting a memory cube video can attract people's attention
and discussion. There will also be more chat topics between
users and their friends.
Breakdown
Efficient and interesting way to organize
massive photos
Organizing albums is boring for most people because we
have too many photos to be sorted and organized. The
memory cubes gallery makes the classification of photos
clear and simple, and completely automatic.
Simultaneously, the new way of browsing photo albums
also makes the process of reviewing photos interesting.
Breakdown
Research on Facebook Users














The photo and video contents are diverse, people's requirements for image storage and display products are getting
higher, and the traditional photo gallery makes people feel boring. Therefore, more and more products have done a lot of
exploration on how to display these contents. There are many products of this type on the market, but not many are
widely used. Therefore, how to attract users is the focus of image and video storage apps. A good way of displaying
content can make people’s memories more interesting. This app not only helps people organize memories but also makes
the process of review photos more enjoyable.
The most important breakthrough of this app is the combination of picture display and Rubik's Cube game, reflecting this
project's innovation and uniqueness. A lot of interactive knowledge can be learned from the development process of this
app. Allowing users to participate in the recalling memories process is the focus of this project's interaction topic.
Ordinary photo gallery can only meet the user's most basic needs for viewing photos while playing Memory Rubik’s Cube,
and sharing your own memory cube with others can increase user participation and bring a better user experience. While
completing this project, many ideas and research directions on this topic also follow. This app provides a new display
template for image content. In the future of image editing and storage products, more development and exploration can
be considered in image display, thereby increasing the product's competitiveness and attractiveness.
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